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Abstract
Current academic vulnerability research predominantly fo-

cuses on identifying individual bugs and exploits in programs
and systems. However, this goes against the growing trend of
modern, advanced attacks that rely on a sequence of steps (i.e.,
a chain of exploits) to achieve their goals, often incorporating
individually benign actions. This paper introduces a novel ap-
proach to the automated discovery of such exploitation chains
using AI planning. In particular, we aim to discover privilege
escalation chains, some of the most critical and pervasive se-
curity threats, which involve exploiting vulnerabilities to gain
unauthorized access and control over systems. We implement
our approach as a tool, ChainReactor, that models the problem
as a sequence of actions to achieve privilege escalation from
the initial access to a target system. ChainReactor extracts
information about available executables, system configura-
tions, and known vulnerabilities on the target and encodes this
data into a Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL)
problem. Using a modern planner, ChainReactor can generate
chains incorporating vulnerabilities and benign actions. We
evaluated ChainReactor on 3 synthetic vulnerable VMs, 504
real-world Amazon EC2 and 177 Digital Ocean instances,
demonstrating its capacity to rediscover known privilege esca-
lation exploits and identify new chains previously unreported.
Specifically, the evaluation showed that ChainReactor suc-
cessfully rediscovered the exploit chains in the Capture the
Flag (CTF) machines and identified zero-day chains on 16
Amazon EC2 and 4 Digital Ocean VMs.

1 Introduction

Current vulnerability research focuses on identifying indi-
vidual security bugs in the ever-evolving cybersecurity land-
scape. Several state-of-the-art techniques are employed in this
endeavor. Fuzzing [17, 37], for instance, involves providing
inputs to a program to detect various vulnerabilities. It is an
automated process that can quickly cover a large code base
and discover flaws that might be overlooked during manual

testing. Symbolic execution [4] is another vulnerability de-
tection technique that systematically explores feasible paths
of a program by treating inputs as symbolic values instead
of concrete ones. This method effectively uncovers edge-
case vulnerabilities by considering heavily guarded execution
paths, thus identifying non-trivial conditions that could lead
to a security breach. Static analysis [8], both for source code
and binaries, is also widely used in vulnerability detection.
This approach examines code without executing it to find
problematic coding patterns, insecure coding practices, and
other potential sources of vulnerabilities.

While some vulnerabilities, such as those in the Linux ker-
nel, can offer an attacker complete control over a system,
others are less severe. The presence of a vulnerability does
not necessarily translate into a severe threat, as the implemen-
tation of anti-exploitation techniques might counterbalance
its potential impact. These techniques, such as Control Flow
Integrity (CFI) [6] or Address Space Layout Randomization
(ASLR) [66], restrict how an attacker can exploit a discovered
bug, thus limiting potential damage. Therefore, in modern
exploitation scenarios, a single vulnerability may not be suffi-
cient to achieve the attacker’s objectives. Security competi-
tions and research efforts targeting real-world software, like
Pwn2Own [30] and Google Project Zero [22], highlight the
need to develop multi-step exploits.

These steps form a chain where each link, though not nec-
essarily exploiting a critical vulnerability, contributes to the
system’s eventual corruption. Consequently, the significance
of each vulnerability is assessed not merely by the additional
attacker capabilities it provides but by its role within the
exploitation chain. This includes the number of additional
exploits it enables and its contribution to moving the attacker
closer to the final step in the desired chain. Furthermore,
within the context of an exploitation chain, some benign ac-
tions may be necessary for the attacker to get closer to reach-
ing their exploitation goals.

A simple example of the chaining of two vulnerabilities was
demonstrated at the Pwn2Own Vancouver event in 2023 [73].
In this case, the attack used an uninitialized variable bug



(CVE-2023-20870 [47]) and a stack-based buffer overflow
(CVE-2023-20869 [46]) in VMware Workstation to escalate
from a guest OS and execute code in the underlying hypervi-
sor. The first vulnerability involved the misuse of an uninitial-
ized variable within VMware’s virtual Bluetooth USB device,
leading to an information leak. The second exploit took ad-
vantage of a stack-based overflow in the Service Discovery
Protocol (SDP) – a feature of the same virtual Bluetooth USB
device. Combined, these vulnerabilities allowed the execu-
tion of arbitrary code from the guest OS in the context of the
hypervisor. This instance illustrates the concept of exploit
chains, where multiple vulnerabilities are exploited in a se-
quence to achieve an attacker’s goal, underscoring the need
for our approach to automated exploit chain identification.

Currently, the identification of exploitation chains is mostly
a manual process. However, the complexity of modern oper-
ating systems and execution environments might hide subtle
interactions among their components, making it a daunting
task for an expert to discern the most suitable path among the
myriad possibilities.

To address this issue, we present a systematic approach to
automated exploitation chain identification in this paper. Our
approach is a classical AI planning problem, encoding the
system’s initial state (pre-attack) and the goal state (specify-
ing the attacker’s objectives). To extract chains, we automate
gathering information about the capabilities available to the
attacker on the target system. These capabilities represent
the possible actions an attacker can perform on the system,
from executing specific commands (e.g., downloading con-
tent, reading or writing files, and linking specific libraries) to
manipulating system configurations or exploiting vulnerable
binaries (e.g., binaries with assigned Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures (CVE) numbers [41]). In addition to identi-
fying the presence of standard system binaries (e.g., cp), we
employ GTFOBins [54], a database that associates specific
system binaries with their potential roles in post-exploitation
activities (e.g., downloading content). We automatically iden-
tify other aspects of system interactions, such as manipulating
incorrect permissions in file configurations and system ser-
vices, which could further expand the attacker’s capabilities.

After obtaining the capabilities, we encode them into the
initial state of the planning problem as facts. This is done by
defining a specific predicate for each capability type and in-
stantiating it. Then, for our planning problem, we select as the
goal state the attacker’s ability, starting from an unprivileged
shell, to gain complete control of the system (i.e., obtaining a
root shell) or obtain a shell as another user with higher priv-
ileges. ChainReactor does not focus on any particular kind
of privilege escalation chain, as the specific instantiation is
decided by the planner, which combines the actions based
on the facts provided initially, or derived by applying other
actions. For instance, if the system has misconfigured permis-
sions, they might be used in the exploit chain, but the planner
is not forced to use them.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

• We introduce the first automated approach for exploit
chain discovery based on AI planning.

• We develop a novel method for automated extraction of
system programs and configurations, translating them
into a format that AI planners can reason with.

• We evaluate ChainReactor on a benchmark of 3 known
VMs with privilege escalation bugs and then proceed
to test it on 504 Amazon EC2 and 177 Digital Ocean
instances as real-world scenarios, identifying 16 and 4
zero-day chains as plans, respectively.

• Lastly, we demonstrate how we can transform the plan-
ner’s outputs into operational exploitation sequences,
obtaining working exploits for all chains that ChainRe-
actor discovered.

2 Background

2.1 Privilege Escalation
Privilege escalation involves exploiting a bug, design flaw, or
configuration oversight in an operating system or software ap-
plication to gain elevated access to resources that are typically
protected from (unavailable to) an unprivileged application
or user. This can occur in two forms: horizontal privilege
escalation, where a user gains the privileges of another user,
and vertical privilege escalation, where a user with lower priv-
ileges can obtain higher privileges, usually those of a system
administrator, also referred to as root.

2.2 Planning
Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL), an expres-
sive language that describes planning domains and problems
has become a standard input for AI planners – solvers that
generate sequences of actions to transition from an initial
state to a goal state [18].

The strength of these AI planners lies in their ability to
efficiently search an ample space of possible states and actions
to find an optimal (or, at least, satisfactory) plan. PDDL’s
structure is split into domain and problem files, ensuring a
clear distinction between universal problem space aspects and
individual problem instance specifics. In the context of our
research, this design facilitates the modeling of Unix systems
(e.g., user permissions, file hierarchy) and the encoding of
attacker goals as problem files, highlighting the potential of
AI planners as tools for security analysis.

The domain file, serving as a blueprint of the problem space,
describes the types of entities or objects in the domain, cate-
gorizing them into different classes. These objects, ranging
from tangible entities such as robots or tools to abstract con-
cepts such as tasks or states, are instances of specific types



defined within the domain file. In our domain, the entities
include system users, groups, different types of files - includ-
ing executables and directories - and file system permissions.
Complementing the objects in the domain file are predicates,
representing properties or relationships between the objects.
Predicates, essentially Boolean functions, return true or false,
depending on the state of the objects they refer to. For in-
stance, a predicate could be (user_group ?user ?group),
which is true if the user ?user is part of the group ?group, i.e.,
there is an instantiation with concrete objects replacing ?user
and ?group parameters that make the predicate true. The do-
main file further defines the actions or operators that can be
performed within the domain. Each action is described in
terms of its parameters, preconditions, and effects. Precondi-
tions, often expressed in terms of predicates, specify the condi-
tions for executing the action. At the same time, the effects de-
scribe how the action modifies the truth values of certain pred-
icates. Considering an action whose goal is to write to a file, a
precondition could be (executable_can_write_to_file
?executable ?file), which needs to be true for an exe-
cutable ?executable to be able to write to a file ?file.

In contrast, the problem file specifies a particular problem
instance within the defined domain. It provides a concrete
definition of the initial state of the domain, describing which
predicates are true and false at the beginning of the planning
process. The problem file also defines the objects and goal
state, usually expressed as a conjunction of predicates, speci-
fying the conditions that must be met to solve the problem.

Together, the domain and problem files form a comprehen-
sive and flexible framework for defining problems in PDDL.
The domain file provides the general structure and rules of
the problem space, while the problem file offers the specific
details of the problem instance.

3 Motivation & Threat Model

An exploitation chain is necessary when achieving an at-
tacker’s goal requires multiple steps. This often occurs when
the initial access to a system is limited, necessitating a series
of actions to compromise the system. In this process, the at-
tacker leverages a combination of specific vulnerabilities and
generic system capabilities. These generic system capabili-
ties - such as file access permissions - are integral building
blocks for system interaction. Unlike vulnerabilities, which
introduce additional or unexpected capabilities, these system
capabilities are consistently present and fundamental to the
system’s operation. These inherent capabilities can provide an
attacker with other avenues for exploitation, making them a
crucial component of the exploitation chain where every step
is designed to escalate privileges or gain additional access,
building on the foothold established by the previous step.

3.1 Motivating Example
We present the scenario outlined in Figure 1 to highlight the
necessity of chaining vulnerabilities for effective privilege
escalation. This scenario is inspired by findings in our exper-
imental evaluation, which revealed multiple Linux systems
with CVE-affected binaries and misconfigurations.

Initial Access

Enable CVE Preconditions

Exploit CVE-2022-2068

Corrupt systemd Service

Root Access

Figure 1: Exploitation steps for the motivating example.

The system in our scenario comprises three users: Alice,
openssl, and root. Initially, the attacker controls Alice’s ac-
count, a basic user account without any special privileges. The
goal of the attacker is to obtain root access. In our scenario,
the attacker first targets CVE-2022-2068 [44]. This OpenSSL
vulnerability arises from the application’s failure to properly
sanitize shell meta-characters in the file names of certificates
being hashed. Under normal circumstances, these files are not
directly accessible to non-privileged users, but through a mis-
configuration, an attacker might inject malicious content into
these file names. After exploiting the OpenSSL vulnerability,
the attacker leverages their newly-gained privileges to tamper
with a system service file, enabling them to execute code as
root. The following discussion describes the steps needed to
exploit the system in more detail:

1. Enabling CVE Preconditions The first finding is a mis-
configuration of the directory /etc/certs/, inadver-
tently set to allow write permissions for non-privileged
users. Non-privileged users, such as the account con-
trolled by the attacker (Alice), should be unable to write
or modify files in this directory. This misconfiguration is
important because CVE-2022-2068 requires the attacker
to feed maliciously crafted file names to OpenSSL. A
non-privileged user typically cannot perform this action,
due to restricted access to the relevant directories where
OpenSSL processes certificate files. By identifying and
exploiting this misconfiguration, the attacker can place
maliciously crafted files within /etc/certs/, creating
the necessary precondition for successfully exploiting
CVE-2022-2068.

2. Exploiting CVE-2022-2068 Using the ability to write
to the /etc/certs/ directory, the attacker moves



to exploiting CVE-2022-2068. To this end, they
place maliciously-crafted certificate file names in the
/etc/certs/ directory and then trigger the c_rehash
script, which is executed by the openssl user. This script,
failing to sanitize shell meta-characters in the file names
properly, executes the attacker’s code with the privileges
of the openssl user.

3. Corrupting a systemd Service For the third step, the
attacker uncovers another misconfiguration: Specifically,
the openssl user has permission to modify systemd ser-
vice files. This misconfiguration arises from the fact
that systemd service files are incorrectly associated with
an administrative group with write permissions to these
files, and the openssl user is a part of that group. This is
not a standard configuration but a possible setup where
an admin group is used to manage a variety of system
services. The attacker uses this misconfiguration (and the
fact that they can run code as the openssl user) to inject
a malicious modification into the systemd service file.
Since the service file runs with root privileges when the
system or the service is restarted, the modified service
file executes code or commands inserted by the attacker.
This effectively allows the attacker to escalate their priv-
ileges to root, granting them complete control over the
system.

The exploitation chain highlighted in this scenario lever-
ages a combination of three distinct security issues: the pres-
ence of misconfigured directory permissions, the exploitation
of a known vulnerability (CVE), and finally, the manipulation
of a systemd service for the final escalation to root.
Problem Size. The current approach to finding privilege es-
calation chains requires the manual composition of each step.
Some of these steps can be identified by tools such as lin-
PEAS [56] that perform system analysis and report poten-
tial vulnerabilities. However, the end-to-end analysis must
navigate a vast search space to discover privilege escalation
chains automatically. For the exploitation chain we discuss
in this section, the analysis must explore millions of possi-
ble states, even on basic Linux installations. This complexity
is beyond simple brute-force exploration, but different opti-
mized search algorithms can address it. However, any search
strategy will require a flexible and extensible mechanism to
encode a problem and must support diverse exploitation prim-
itives and attacker goals. We find that PDDL (discussed in
Section 2) is a powerful encoding mechanism that enables
us to express problems generically. Moreover, it allows us to
directly leverage state-of-the-art search algorithms integral to
AI planners.

3.2 Threat Model
ChainReactor operates on the premise that the attacker aims to
elevate their initial shell access. Methods for securing initial

PDDL
Problem

Encoder

Extractor

System
Info

Target
Planner PDDL

Domain

Figure 2: ChainReactor architectural overview.

access vary, ranging from exploiting remote vulnerabilities
for service-user access to using stolen credentials for user
login.

The attacker’s initial capabilities are limited to using the
executables present on the system. However, they can retrieve
external tools to aid in the exploitation process if they find
a way, with no specific constraints on these tools. The at-
tacker does not know about the system architecture or the
software running on the machine. However, they can gather
this information using the tools available on the system.

Our research primarily focuses on Unix systems, specifi-
cally those fully-fledged and equipped with init systems. This
current focus is not a fundamental limitation of ChainReactor
but rather a design choice to obtain more intricate chains, as
init systems (such as [19]) facilitate the automatic execution
of routine scripts and executables. Due to this emphasis on init
systems, our threat model does not encompass containerized
environments.

Moreover, we assume that the attacker initially does not
have access to any of the other users’ passwords, which rules
out the straightforward approach of using privileged com-
mands through the system’s built-in permission elevation
mechanisms, e.g., using SUDO to assume the identity of an-
other user or log in as that user. However, attackers can exploit
known vulnerabilities, e.g., CVEs, to incrementally increase
their capabilities.

Furthermore, this work aims to discover privilege escala-
tion chains. It is not limited to any particular kind of privilege
escalation chain, as its type (and the involved steps) are de-
cided by automated analysis that combines the actions the
attacker can perform on the target system. For example, if
there are misconfigured permissions within the system, the
planner decides whether to leverage them in the exploit chain.

4 Approach

ChainReactor is built from three main components: the ex-
tractor, the encoder, and the domain. The extractor identifies
potential vulnerabilities and generic capabilities within the tar-
get system. The encoder then converts these capabilities and
vulnerabilities into facts formatted in the Planning Domain
Definition Language (PDDL). As described in Section 2, the
PDDL domain outlines the possible actions that the system



can perform, and PDDL problem defines the initial state of
the system and the goal state to be achieved. ChainReactor
then uses an AI planner to solve the problem, the sequence of
actions that brings the system from the initial state to the goal
state. This sequence is a plan corresponding to an exploitation
chain. A visual representation of this system can be found in
Figure 2. The following sections delve into the specifics of
each component.

4.1 Extractor
The extractor is run on the target system under the unprivi-
leged account that the attacker controls according to our threat
model discussed in Subsection 3.2. Operating as an unprivi-
leged user, the extractor examines the target system. The tasks
performed by the extractor can be categorized into two groups:
(1) enumeration of generic capabilities and (2) extraction of
vulnerabilities.
Generic Capabilities. To obtain a chain, we require not only
knowledge about a system’s vulnerabilities but also generic
information about it. As part of generic capabilities extraction,
our system performs the following tasks:

• Retrieving System Users and Groups: Identifies all users
and groups on the target system, providing an initial un-
derstanding of potential users and groups that an attacker
could exploit.

• Retrieving System Executables: Identifies all executable
programs on the system, including both binary ELF exe-
cutables and scripts (e.g., shell, Python, and Perl scripts).

• Retrieving Linked System Libraries: Identifies all li-
braries automatically loaded by the system executables
extracted in the process. This is done to find libraries
with incorrect permissions that could be later corrupted.

• Retrieving Writable Files and Directories: Scans for files
and directories to which the unprivileged user has write
access, emphasizing those not owned by this user, as
they may facilitate exploitation.

• Retrieving SUID / SGID Files: Identifies all executables
for which the SetUID or SetGID bit is set. When exe-
cuted, such programs run with the permissions of the
file owner or group and could be exploited for privilege
escalation.

• Retrieving RC files: Identifies all bash .rc files automat-
ically sourced by shells upon login. If writable, these
files can execute arbitrary code as other users.

• Collecting File Ownership and Permissions: For ev-
ery file identified on the system, including executables,
scripts, and libraries, the extractor collects information
regarding file ownership and permissions. This metadata

is crucial for understanding potential security vulnerabil-
ities and access control across the system.

• Retrieving Background Processes: Extracts which pro-
cess is executed by which user. If the process has a
vulnerability, this information determines the affected
user.

Vulnerabilities. Together with generic capabilities, the extrac-
tor also checks for known software vulnerabilities, providing
the attacker with additional capabilities on the target system.
In particular, the vulnerability extraction includes:

• Retrieving misconfigured systemd services and cron-
jobs: This step identifies all systemd [19] services and
cronjobs [38] running on the system. Misconfigured
or vulnerable services and jobs could be exploited to
manipulate the system’s operations, e.g., to execute a
malicious script. Misconfigurations are primarily identi-
fied by inspecting configuration file permissions.

• Mapping Executables to Capabilities Using GTFOBins:
In this step, we leverage GTFOBins [54], a curated
database that links specific system binaries to potential
post-exploitation tasks. By cross-referencing the executa-
bles present on the system with the GTFOBins database,
we can identify the potential capabilities that each bi-
nary could be used for, such as reading or writing files
or downloading content.

• Retrieving Fine-Grained Version Information of Bina-
ries: This phase first identifies the CVEs associated with
the binaries by utilizing the cve-bin-tool [12]. Subse-
quently, we access fine-grained data regarding the ver-
sion and patch status of each program installed using
Ubuntu’s CVE API [75]. This approach allows us to
ascertain whether a system’s version has been patched in
an Ubuntu image. Armed with this precise information,
we can efficiently identify vulnerable programs (CVEs)
on Linux Ubuntu distributions.

4.2 Encoder
The encoder is responsible for translating the raw data gath-
ered by the extractor into PDDL format, specifically into
PDDL problems discussed in Subsection 2.2. These and the
domain files constitute the input for the AI planner.

The data received by the encoder holds a comprehensive
collection of information about the target system, i.e., generic
capabilities and vulnerabilities described in Subsection 4.1.
Acting as a translator, the encoder converts this collection into
corresponding PDDL objects and predicates.

4.2.1 Encoding Generic Capabilities

The encoder parses the generic capabilities provided by the
extractor and maps them to one or more facts. These facts



could include the capability of reading or writing a file (e.g.,
(cap_write_file usr_bin_busybox), Figure 3, Line 4),
downloading or uploading a file, executing a shell command,
present system executables (e.g., (system_executable
usr_bin_busybox), Figure 3, Line 11) and more. Facts re-
flect properties of the current system state, such as users,
groups, files, file permissions, executables periodically called
by users, daemon files, and cross-references between executa-
bles and libraries.

4.2.2 Encoding CVEs

We adopt a two-step strategy to enhance ChainReactor by
integrating information from the Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) database.

First, we manually added support for GTFObin(aries) and
11 CVEs to ChainReactor. The effort involved in adding a
new vulnerability or CVE is twofold. First, we need to define
the effects of exploiting a CVE on the system state and the
attacker’s capabilities. Then, we need to translate these effects
into predicates (discussed in Subsection 2.2) that the planner
understands. If the effects of exploiting a CVE introduce new
capabilities that are not currently covered by the domain, we
need to introduce new predicates. This process is manual
and requires an understanding of the CVE and the domain.
Still, it allows us to gradually build up a library of CVEs and
associated predicates over time.

Let’s consider CVE-2022-1271 [43] that we added to
ChainReactor as an example. This CVE enables GZIP to write
files arbitrarily. The encoder maps this CVE to a predicate,
CAP_CVE_write_any_file, which signifies this capability
within the PDDL problem. This mapping informs the planner
that if this particular CVE is exploited, then GZIP can be
used to write any file to which the user executing GZIP has
permission. This effectively extends the writing capabilities
of the executable, which may not have been possible without
the exploitation of the CVE.

While performing a manual study of CVEs commonly
found on recent Linux distributions, we noticed that these
vulnerabilities fall into a (small) number of categories that
provide similar capabilities to attackers when exploited. For
example, exploiting a CVE might allow the attacker to exe-
cute arbitrary code as the vulnerable application’s user. As
another example, the attacker might be able to overwrite files
for which they do not have permissions.

Therefore, in the second step, we develop an automated
system that can label a given CVE based on the capabilities
this vulnerability provides to an attacker (assuming they can
successfully exploit it). This approach enables us to encode
(in PDDL) the effects of exploiting any CVE for which we can
determine a label. This significantly streamlines the process
of modeling and incorporating CVEs into our tool.

To facilitate this labeling, we have developed a classifier
using GPT-4 Turbo [50]. For a given CVE number, our sys-

1 (define (problem micronix-problem-root)
2 (:objects etc_systemd_system_calyptia_service

- file usr_bin_busybox - executable
ubuntu_u - user ubuntu_g - group root_u -
user root_g - group)

3 (:init
4 (cap_write_file usr_bin_busybox)
5 (controlled_user ubuntu_u)
6 (daemon_file

etc_systemd_system_calyptia_service)
7 (default_file_permission

etc_systemd_system_calyptia_service
FS_READ)

8 (executable_systematically_called_by
opt_calyptia-core_bin_core-start_sh
root_u)

9 (file_owner
etc_systemd_system_calyptia_service
ubuntu_u ubuntu_g)

10 (file_owner usr_bin_busybox root_u root_g)
11 (system_executable usr_bin_busybox)
12 (user_group root_u root_g)
13 (user_group ubuntu_u ubuntu_g)
14 (user_is_admin root_u)
15 ; more facts...
16 )
17 (:goal (controlled_user root_u)))

Figure 3: Simplified example of a PDDL problem file gener-
ated by the Encoder component of ChainReactor.

tem first recovers the full CVE description from the National
Vulnerability Database (NVD) [42]. Subsequently, the de-
scription is included in a prompt that is sent to GPT-4 (via
OpenAI APIs [49]). This prompt is written such that it asks
GPT-4 to assume the role of a security engineer and assign a
label to the CVE description. To ensure consistency between
different vulnerabilities, we have defined several different la-
bels (categories), and the prompt includes these labels. The
prompt also includes information on what to do in case it is
not possible to perform any assignment.

4.2.3 Encoding Example

We use a simplified problem description presented in Figure 3
to exemplify the workings of the encoder. The problem file,
automatically generated first by running the Extractor and
then the Encoder, consists of three parts: objects – constants
used in the predicates (Line 2), init – initial state description
(Lines 3-15), and goal – goal state description (Line 17).
Problem objects. The objects defined within the domain
represent the entities involved in the problem space, such as
the files, users, and executables on the system. Their attributes
and relationships dictate the possible actions and the state
transitions within the problem scenario.
Initial State. In the initial state description, the encoder puts
all the identified objects into facts, i.e., each fact is a predicate
instantiation as discussed in Subsection 2.2. To accomplish



this, we equip the encoder with an extendable capability-
predicate database. Currently, our database consists of 45
predicates, allowing us to describe information about the sys-
tem as facts, as we exemplify in the following paragraphs.

A fact with predicate cap_write_file (Line 4) is intro-
duced if the extractor finds an executable capable of writing
files. In our example, /usr/bin/busybox was used to in-
stantiate the predicate and also introduced as an object of
type executable (Line 2). Together, they express that there
is a binary in the system capable of writing files. The same
executable (busybox) is also a system executable, which is
expressed by the predicate system_executable (Line 11).

Our system also manages executables periodi-
cally invoked by a system’s service, indicated by the
predicate executable_systematically_called_by.
In our example, the name of the executable is
/opt/calyptia-core/bin/start.sh, executed with
the privileges of the user root_u (Line 8).

We also model the file system, generating the cor-
responding facts for file ownership and permissions,
among others. For instance, the executable discussed above
(/usr/bin/busybox) is owned by the user and group
root_u:root_g (Line 10). To map the association between
a user and a group, the encoder generates the predicate
user_group (Line 12). In addition to ownership, we also
capture the facts about the permissions, e.g., for a daemon
configuration file (Line 6); on this specific system, we gener-
ate the fact that the file is read-only (Line 7).

According to our threat model introduced in Subsection 3.2,
the system under analysis has an (unprivileged) user con-
trolled by the attacker. In our example, this user is called
ubuntu_u, which is captured by a fact with the predicate
controlled_user (Line 5). We also extract the fact that the
admin of the system is the user root_u (Line 14).
Goal State. The goal state for the PDDL problems generated
by the encoder is currently predefined. Specifically, the at-
tacker aims to become the root user, represented by the fact
controlled_user root_u (Line 17). However, in principle,
our system supports other goals, such as data exfiltration.

4.3 Domain & Plan
In Subsection 4.2, we discussed how the encoder produces
facts instantiating predicates with objects to obtain a PDDL
problem description. As discussed in Subsection 2.2, AI
planning also requires another component, namely, domain
specification. The PDDL domain is manually developed
and includes the predicates’ definitions. These predicates
are defined in the PDDL domain description. Figure 4 con-
tains examples of such predicate definitions, namely, pred-
icates cap_write_file (Line 2) and system_executable
(Line 3). Predicate specification tells us that instantiation for
both predicates requires one element of type executable,
and this is how they are used by the encoder (Figure 3, Line 4

and Line 11, respectively).
Next, the domain encompasses the description of the plan-

ner’s possible actions to bring the target system from the
initial state in the problem description to the goal state. As
described in Subsection 2.2, each action contains typed pa-
rameters, which can be used in both the predicates and the
effects, preconditions describing the conditions that needed
to be satisfied to apply the action, and effects describing the
outcome of the application of an action. We formulated the ac-
tions to correspond with the specific commands or sequences
of commands executed during the development of the multi-
stage exploit.

We depict example actions in Figure 4. The first action
write_data_to_file (Lines 6-16) allows the planner to
write to a file (specified by the parameter ?f) as a step in
the attack sequence. To execute the action, there must be
an executable ?e in the target system that can write to files
(Line 10), and it should be spawned as process ?p (Line 11)
by a user ?u with the rights allowing them to write to the file
?f (Line 12). In addition, the file ?f that we write to must be
different from the executable ?e used to write to a file. If the
planner finds in the init state or can derive – by replacing the
parameters with the objects – the facts in the preconditions,
the action can be executed as a part of the plan. Executing this
action leads to the introduction of the effects. In particular,
the process ?p that writes to a file will no longer be active
(Line 14), and file ?f can be moved to location ?l of choice
with data ?d. It is important to note that the planner chooses
the location and the data. Hence, if there is a precondition
that can be satisfied if file ?f is present at location ?l with
data ?d, the planner can use action write_data_to_file to
obtain it.

Figure 4 also contains another example action, namely,
spawn_injected_shell_from_corrupted_daemon
(Lines 17-23). It has two preconditions: there should be a
daemon ?f present on the target (Line 20), and the contents
of this daemon should contain the attacker-introduced
shellcode (Line 21). As the extractor establishes the daemon’s
presence, the first precondition must be part of the initial state
specification. But the second precondition can be derived,
for instance, by the previous action write_data_to_file
application. If both preconditions are satisfied, the effect
would be for the attacker to control any user ?u (Line 23).
Thus, this action can be the last step in achieving privilege
escalation.

Here, we just highlighted a couple of actions. Our domain
specification contains 30 more actions, providing the planner
with additional steps that it can use to achieve privilege es-
calation, e.g., manipulating sensitive files or exploiting the
CVEs. This comprehensive approach ensures our system can
leverage known vulnerabilities while discovering new ex-
ploit combinations. The process of establishing the domain
requires a one-time effort. Once accomplished, it can be itera-
tively utilized to tackle a variety of problem instances, with



1 (:predicates
2 (CAP_write_file ?e - executable)
3 (system_executable ?e - executable)
4 ; ... more predicates
5 )
6 (:action write_data_to_file
7 :parameters (?p - process ?e - executable ?f -

file ?d - data ?l - local ?u - user ?g -
group)

8 :precondition (and
9 (not (= ?e ?f))

10 (CAP_write_file ?e)
11 (process_executable ?p ?u ?e)
12 (user_can_write_file ?u ?g ?f))
13 :effect (and
14 (not (process_executable ?p ?u ?e))
15 (file_present_at_location ?f ?l)
16 (file_contents ?f ?d)))
17 (:action

spawn_injected_shell_from_corrupted_daemon
18 :parameters (?u - user ?f - file)
19 :precondition (and
20 (daemon_file ?f)
21 (file_contents ?f SHELL))
22 :effect (and
23 (controlled_user ?u)))

Figure 4: Examples of PDDL predicates and actions in the
domain description used by ChainReactor.

arbitrary attack objectives expressed through the designated
predicates. Furthermore, the extensibility of the domain is
facilitated, accommodating the inclusion of additional predi-
cates to address previously unsupported capabilities or actions
representing novel steps in the attack sequence.

The combined specifications of the domain and problem
(detailed in Subsection 4.2) constitute a valid input for a plan-
ner. Once a plan is obtained, it guides the construction of the
multi-stage attack. Given that the actions are meticulously
aligned with specific commands or sequences, it is plausible
to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the plan
and the actual attack sequence.

5 Implementation

In this section, we discuss the implementation of ChainReac-
tor, providing some implementation details about the extractor
and planner components.
Extractor. The extractor serves as the initial data collection
point and is responsible for gleaning necessary information
about the system stat, it is fully automated. We developed the
extractor in PYTHON. It collects required data through SSH or
reverse-shell communication with instances and the execution
of a series of commands. We considered leveraging tools like
LinPEAS [56] in our Extractor component. We ultimately
decided to implement our version, as it provided additional
configuration and vulnerability data and was tailored to our

exact use case. A crucial function of the extractor is the iden-
tification of Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs)
discussed in Subsubsection 4.2.2. After extracting the CVEs
from a target, we associate these CVEs with a class, obtaining
a domain that links a CVE class with its effects.
Planner. The critical observation is that the Extractor compo-
nent (as well as existing vulnerability checkers) only provide
basic facts about the system. ChainReactor adds the crucial
step where we can reason about combinations of these basic
facts to achieve generic multi-stage exploit chains. This is not
possible with current tools. To implement this combination
step, ChainReactor incorporates an off-the-shelf AI planner
that resolves the generated PDDL problem. The planner gen-
erates a sequence of actions progressing from the initial to the
goal state, thereby constructing an exploitation chain. How-
ever, it’s crucial to note that the planner does not enumerate
all possible plans. Instead, it employs a satisficing strategy, de-
termining the conditions that must be met or the information
that must be obtained to reach a satisfactory decision. Once a
solution is identified, the planner then focuses on optimizing
the cost of that specific solution rather than seeking alterna-
tive solutions. If no solution is found, the system is informed
accordingly, and the scenario is marked as such.

We utilized Powerlifted, a lifted PDDL planner [14] to
enable effective reasoning and planning. Lifted planners oper-
ate using abstract representations with objects and potential
states, dynamically grounding details during the search pro-
cess as needed. They work directly on the abstract domain
model without fully grounding specific instances and sce-
narios. This approach eliminates the need for an expensive
pre-processing phase and prevents excessive memory usage,
which is particularly beneficial when dealing with large state
spaces.

The multitude of objects in our domain results from our
automatic system information extraction. This leads to a vast
state space, making the grounding process extremely expen-
sive and causing an exponential blow-up even before the solv-
ing starts. Therefore, while grounded planners might offer
faster search times under certain conditions, a lifted planner
is necessary to scale to our automatically generated problems
and manage the complexity of our domain.

6 Evaluation

The evaluation of ChainReactor was conducted in a two-stage
process to ensure its effectiveness and applicability. The first
stage involved testing synthetic environments, specifically
vulnerable Capture-The-Flag (CTF) Virtual Machines (VMs)
published for educational purposes. The second stage aimed
at a real-world scenario, evaluating the performance of our
system on Amazon Web Services EC2 (AWS) and Digital
Ocean (DO) instances.

Our experiments were performed on an Ubuntu 22.04 LTS



1 1: (derive_user_can_execute_file apache_u apache_g usr_bin_vim )
2 2: (derive_user_can_execute_file apache_u apache_g opt_my_backup_sh )
3 3: (derive_user_can_write_file apache_u apache_g opt_my_backup_sh )
4 4: (spawn_process apache_u apache_g usr_bin_vim process )
5 5: (write_data_to_file process usr_bin_vim opt_my_backup_sh shell local apache_u apache_g )
6 6: (spawn_injected_shell_from executable_systematically_called_by_user apache_u root_u apache_g

opt_my_backup_sh process )

Figure 5: Plan generated for the CTF VM.

server running on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2690 3.00GHz with
256GB of RAM. Notably, the PDDL solving process is single-
threaded and not CPU-intensive but memory-intensive. The
significant RAM capacity allowed batches of 8-9 problem
instances to be solved simultaneously [71], and the number of
concurrent solver processes was tuned to saturate the available
memory for maximum efficiency. The evaluation used a 30-
minute overall limit for each planning task.

6.1 CTF VMs

In the first stage, we tested ChainReactor on 3 CTF VMs from
a curated list designed explicitly for privilege escalation [72].
These VMs, inherently vulnerable, served as a controlled en-
vironment to assess ChainReactor’s ability to identify and
exploit vulnerabilities. We started with a hands-on approach
of manually identifying privilege escalation paths by follow-
ing published walkthroughs and conducting independent in-
vestigations; the walkthroughs served as both a guide and
a baseline to measure ChainReactor’s ability to detect and
exploit vulnerabilities.

This process allowed us to understand the various privilege
escalation methodologies commonly used by attackers and
identify privilege escalation chains in these controlled settings,
demonstrating ChainReactor’s ability to detect vulnerabilities
and formulate effective escalation paths accurately. Miscon-
figured SetUID binaries and writeable scripts periodically
called by other users were among the most common attack
vectors identified in these VMs.

The plan in Figure 5 outlines a sequence of actions that
result in a privilege escalation on the CTF VM “Escalate My
Privileges“ [76]. We consider two users in this scenario: the
unprivileged apache user, which we control, and the root
user.

The exploitation chain begins with Line 1 and Line 2,
where the planner identifies that the apache user, a mem-
ber of the apache group, possesses execution rights for vim
and a script located at opt/my_backup.sh. In Line 3, the
planner establishes that the apache user has write permis-
sions on opt/my_backup.sh. Next, in Line 4, the planner
launches a vim process under the apache user. In Line 5,
the planner leverages the write permissions of apache on
opt/my_backup.sh to inject shellcode into the script. Fi-
nally, in Line 6, the corrupted opt/my_backup.sh script is

automatically invoked as part of a cronjob, leading to the
execution of the injected shellcode.

The security bug in this scenario is that the backup script,
opt/my_backup.sh, is both writable and executable by the
unprivileged apache user. Yet, it is scheduled to run under
administrative privileges. This vulnerability is what allows
the escalation of privileges to occur.

6.2 AWS EC2 and Digital Ocean Instances
In the second stage of the evaluation, ChainReactor analyzed
cloud-hosted instances to understand how our tool performs
under conditions representative of typical real-world use cases.
We tested 504 Amazon Web Service EC2 (AWS) and 177 Dig-
ital Ocean (DO) droplet instances of available Linux images.
Setup. Both official and customized marketplace images were
included to provide diversity in software configurations. We
retrieved image lists from Amazon’s and Digital Ocean’s APIs
(describe_images and doctl compute image list). We
used the entire Digital Ocean list and a random subset of
the AWS images for our testing. Importantly, it should be
noted that no modifications were made to these instances
after spawning. The instance sizes were t2.micro on AWS
and s-4vcpu-8gb on Digital Ocean. Additionally, port 22
was exposed.

We established SSH access using the default unprivi-
leged user for each instance to simulate the attacker’s initial
foothold. It is crucial to highlight that in this scenario, we
assumed the default user does not have sudo (ALL:ALL) per-
missions and that the user and root passwords are unknown.
Exploring the State Space. To automatically find sequences
of actions that lead to privilege escalation, ChainReactor
needs to examine many possibilities, both in terms of the
different objects involved and the states it must consider. This
complexity is shown in Figure 6 for the number of objects and
in Figure 7 for the number of states. On average, our system
encounters 2,008 objects for AWS images (with a maximum
of 16,574) and 897 objects for DO images (with a maximum
of 8,374). Regarding the states to be explored, the average
numbers are 8 million (with a maximum of 141 million) for
AWS and 924 thousand (with a maximum of 85 million) for
DO. This level of complexity surpasses that of brute-force
exploration.
Generating Facts and Solving Problems. As we explain



Figure 6: Objects distribution in the generated problems:
AWS is orange, and Digital Ocean is blue.

Figure 7: States distribution in the search space: AWS is
orange, and Digital Ocean is blue.

Figure 8: Distribution of time to generate the PDDL prob-
lem file: AWS is orange, and Digital Ocean is blue.

Figure 9: Total analysis time (problem generation + solving)
distribution: AWS is orange, and Digital Ocean is blue.

in Section 4, the process with ChainReactor begins with the
automated generation of facts about the system being ana-
lyzed. This is to set up a problem in the PDDL format. To do
this, ChainReactor encompasses the extractor (Subsection 4.1)
and the encoder (Subsection 4.2). In Figure 8, we illustrate
the time required to create a problem file for each instance.
Specifically, creating a problem file with ChainReactor takes,
on average, 3 min (max. 86 min) for AWS environments and
33 sec on average (max. 2 min) for DO environments.

Once the PDDL problem is ready, ChainReactor moves on
to the planning phase. We show the total time taken, including
problem file creation and the planning process, in Figure 9.
The average time for processing all EC2 instances, regardless
of whether a solution is found, is around 36 min (max. 2h).
For DO instances, the average total time for all cases is around
32 min (max. 37 min).

Identified Vulnerabilities. Our evaluation identified several

previously unknown privilege escalation chains, specifically
16 targeting AWS and 4 aimed at DO images. Figure 10
displays the duration required to create each chain, arranged
from the quickest (5 minutes) to the slowest (half an hour).

We manually reproduced all identified chains. The common
thread across these vulnerable instances was the presence of
misconfigured permissions. The vulnerabilities we discov-
ered revolved around two main exploitable scenarios. The
first involved corrupting a systemd service unit file [19]. It
is a configuration file that specifies which executables are to
be invoked by systemd, under which user context they will
run, and the scheduling of their execution. An attacker with
write access to a service unit file can launch a malicious script
instead of the intended service. The same can be achieved via
the attacker’s modifications of a cron-invocable script [38].
The misconfiguration allowed for modifying the daemon file,
which, when subsequently executed with root privileges, could



Figure 10: Execution time distribution for exploited instances:
AWS is orange, and Digital Ocean is blue.

lead to potentially harmful actions. The second scenario in-
volved the corruption of scripts directly invoked by root.
Here, too, the misconfiguration of permissions allowed for
modifying these scripts, creating a similar risk.

Our two case studies provide a deeper dive into these sce-
narios, illustrating the risks and potential impacts of these
vulnerabilities.
Case study 1. The plan in Figure 11 represents a series of
actions that lead to privilege escalation on an EC2 instance.
It is important to note that this plan is valid and can be used
to exploit the reference instance.

We have two users in this scenario: the unprivileged
ubuntu user, which we control, and the root user.

The chain starts with Line 1, where the planner identifies
that the ubuntu user, a member of the netdev group, has
execution rights for busybox. This binary combines many
common Unix utilities into a single executable. Subsequently,
in Line 2, the planner determines that the ubuntu user also
has write access to the systemd service file calyptia. In the
third step (Line 3), the planner initiates a busybox process
under ubuntu credentials. The fourth step (Line 4) leverages
the write access to the calyptia service file by injecting
shellcode into the calyptia service file. Finally, in Line 5,
the corrupted calyptia service is invoked, leading to the ex-
ecution of the injected shellcode. Since this systemd service
runs with root privileges, this results in the spawning of a
shell as root, effectively achieving privilege escalation.

In the presented example, ChainReactor opts for busybox
to facilitate the exploitation in the outlined steps. However,
in other identified chains, we observed the use of different
binaries such as nohup, wget, and xxd to achieve similar
outcomes.
Case study 2. The plan in Figure 12 represents a series of ac-
tions that lead to privilege escalation on another EC2 instance.
As in the previous case, this plan is valid and can be used to

exploit the reference instance.
We have two users in this scenario: the unprivileged

ec2-user user, which we control, and the root user.
The exploitation chain begins with Line 1 and Line 2,

where the planner identifies that the ec2-user user, a member
of the docker group, has execution rights for vim and a script
located at opt/aws_dlami/bin/apply_instance_tag_
service.sh. Next, in Line 3, the planner identifies
that the ec2-user user has write permissions for
opt/aws_dlami/bin/apply_instance_tag_service.sh
script. The planner then launches a vim process under
the ec2-user, denoted by Line 4. In Line 5, the planner
leverages the write permissions of ec2-user on the script to
inject shellcode into this file. Finally, in Line 6, the corrupted
opt/aws_dlami/bin/apply_instance_tag_service.sh
script is assumed to be automatically invoked as part of
a routine process, leading to the execution of the injected
shellcode. Since the script is executed with root privileges,
this results in spawning a shell with administrative privileges.

Similarly to the first case study, ChainReactor opted for
vim while using other binaries to reach the same goal in other
chains.

6.3 Expanding ChainReactor with Ubuntu
Linux Vulnerability Information

As discussed in Subsection 4.1, our Extractor component has
the ability to extract fine-grained vulnerability information
for Ubuntu Linux. To demonstrate the effectiveness of incor-
porating this additional information into ChainReactor, we
analyzed all 930 Ubuntu-based Amazon EC2 instances.

We first ran our Extractor component on these instances
and identified 264 CVEs. Then, we utilized our GPT-based
classifier (Subsubsection 4.2.2), which divided the CVEs into
12 groups. We manually validated that all CVEs within each
group indeed introduced the same capabilities, and hence,
were labeled correctly. Then, we focused on the largest clus-
ter, containing 120 CVEs, and integrated the corresponding
actions into ChainReactor. This process took 6 hours, a signif-
icant speedup compared to the initial manual approach, where
we needed around the same time to add support for a single
CVE.

Upon integrating the 120 new CVEs into ChainReactor,
we executed our tool across all Ubuntu-based Amazon EC2
instances. This process unveiled a privilege escalation chain
leveraging this action in 20 instances. Specifically, we noted
the presence of CVE-2023-45044 [45] in all derived escala-
tion strategies, a vulnerability impacting the Common UNIX
Printing System (CUPS) operating as a daemon. Subsequent
manual verification confirmed the exploitability of CUPS,
thus validating all identified privilege escalation chains in
these instances.



1 1: (derive_user_can_execute_file ubuntu_u netdev_g usr_bin_busybox)
2 2: (derive_user_can_write_file ubuntu_u ubuntu_g etc_systemd_system_calyptia_service)
3 3: (spawn_process ubuntu_u netdev_g usr_bin_busybox process)
4 4: (write_data_to_file process usr_bin_busybox etc_systemd_system_calyptia_service shell local ubuntu_u

ubuntu_g)
5 5: (spawn_injected_shell_from_corrupted_daemon_file root_u etc_systemd_system_calyptia_service)

Figure 11: Plan generated for the first EC2 instance.

1 1: (derive_user_can_execute_file ec2-user_u docker_g usr_bin_vim )
2 2: (derive_user_can_execute_file ec2-user_u docker_g opt_aws_dlami_bin_apply_instance_tag_service_sh )
3 3: (derive_user_can_write_file ec2-user_u ec2-user_g opt_aws_dlami_bin_apply_instance_tag_service_sh )
4 4: (spawn_process ec2-user_u docker_g usr_bin_vim process )
5 5: (write_data_to_file process usr_bin_vim opt_aws_dlami_bin_apply_instance_tag_service_sh shell local

ec2-user_u ec2-user_g )
6 6: (spawn_injected_shell_from_executable_systematically_called_by_user ec2-user_u root_u docker_g

opt_aws_dlami_bin_apply_instance_tag_service_sh process )

Figure 12: Plan generated for the second EC2 instance.

7 Discussion & Limitations

The following sections delve into a detailed discussion of our
research findings. We also acknowledge the constraints of
our current approach and identify potential avenues for future
enhancements. This balanced examination allows us to better
understand our tool’s capabilities while setting the stage for
further research in automated exploitation chain discovery via
AI planning.

7.1 Discussion
A key strength of the ChainReactor system is its ability to
model and simulate the behavior of threat actors already
present on a target system. This contributes to the field, as
many current security measures focus primarily on preventing
initial system breaches. Our research addresses a gap in our
understanding of advanced persistent threat (APT) actors by
shifting the focus to post-breach activities. However, it is es-
sential to clarify that the specific entry points for these threat
actors are out of the scope of this paper. Future work could
integrate our approach with intrusion detection systems to
provide a more comprehensive end-to-end security analysis.

The results from our evaluation suggest that ChainReactor
can identify previously unreported chains in addition to redis-
covering known privilege escalation exploits. This ability to
discover new chains is particularly noteworthy, as it indicates
that ChainReactor can adapt to evolving threats and provide
valuable insights into potential future attacks.
Responsible Disclosure. Upon identifying exploitation
chains, we prioritized the responsible disclosure of these vul-
nerabilities to the relevant parties, specifically Amazon AWS
Security Team [65] and Digital Ocean [48], to mitigate po-
tential security risks. With AWS, our immediate actions led
to removing two images from their offerings based on the
vulnerabilities we reported.

Throughout this process, we follow the ethical disclosure
guidelines, ensuring that no details of live exploits are pub-
lished or disclosed publicly until they have been addressed
adequately by the involved parties. Thus, this work does not
contain any information that allows for identifying vulnerable
instances.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

Despite the promising results, there are several limitations to
our current approach and areas for future improvement.

First, ChainReactor currently targets privilege escalation
but is adaptable to various attacker goals formulated within
the PDDL framework. Our suite of test problems extends
beyond escalation, covering goals like file exfiltration — uti-
lizing binaries with download/upload functions to transfer
files in/out of the compromised system.

Second, the current version of ChainReactor supports a lim-
ited set of actions. While the actions supported are sufficient
to generate meaningful exploitation chains, expanding the
range of actions could lead to the discovery of more complex
and subtle exploitation chains.

Third, while ChainReactor can generate exploitation chains,
it currently does not produce executable exploit code that
can be run directly on the target system. This means that
while ChainReactor can identify chains, it cannot automat-
ically validate them by executing them. This is an area for
future development, as automatic validation would provide
further evidence of the validity of the identified chains.

Fourth, this paper does not cover the initial infiltration
phase. ChainReactor’s framework could potentially be ex-
panded to include it as a preliminary step.

Last, there are several specific areas of system functionality
that ChainReactor does not currently support, including Linux
capabilities, network mounts, and path environment variable



injection. These are all potential avenues for exploitation and
should be considered in future iterations of ChainReactor.

In conclusion, while ChainReactor represents a significant
step forward in automated exploit discovery, work remains.
The limitations identified above provide a roadmap for future
research and development, with the ultimate goal of creating a
fully automated system capable of identifying and validating
a wide range of exploitation chains.

8 Related Work

Network Attacks. Various approaches have been proposed
to investigate network attacks utilizing Artificial Intelligence
(AI). Cohen [11] was among the pioneers in this field, study-
ing attacks as simulations in a cause-effect model. This sim-
ulation approach has been further leveraged for evaluating
penetration testing practices through planning [3,27,68], rein-
forcement learning [20, 78, 80], Bayesian networks [60], and
a blend of Boolean logic and machine learning [28].

Network attacks have also been examined through various
modeling techniques. Graph-based models (attack graphs)
have been particularly popular, as evidenced by several stud-
ies [29, 33, 34, 40, 51, 53, 67]. Other modeling approaches
include Petri-net-based models [58, 79], formal logical mod-
els [36], and game-theoretic models [1].
AI Planning for Network Attacks. The application of AI
planning in the domain of network attack simulation and
modeling has proven to be beneficial [3, 27, 39, 68]. Choi et
al. [9] applied this concept to smart grid attack response.
“Classical” Single-Step Vulnerability Discovery. This cat-
egory encompasses a wide variety of techniques. Fuzzing, a
method of testing where large amounts of data are inputted
into a system, has been examined in several studies [17, 37].
Symbolic execution, a means of analyzing a program to de-
termine what inputs cause each part of it to execute, has also
been leveraged [4]. Hybrid fuzzing, which combines fuzzing
and symbolic execution, has been explored in depth [7,55,69].
Other techniques include bounded model checking, a method
for checking properties of programs [5], static analysis, the
analysis of computer software performed without executing
programs [8], and formal verification, the act of proving or
disproving the correctness of programs concerning a certain
formal specification or property [25].
Privilege Escalation. Investigations into privilege escala-
tion have spanned across numerous domains, commencing
with the early exploration of UNIX’s design and security
model [23, 63]. Since then, the model has faced a myriad
of privilege escalation threats [57, 59], including hardware-
targeted attacks [74]. Among the prevalent techniques, the
abuse of SetUID permissions has been particularly notewor-
thy [31,32], as well as the exploitation of race conditions [16].
In the hardware context, the focus has been on zero-overhead
malicious modifications or fabrication attacks [74]. Mean-

while, studies in the browser environment have shed light
on privilege escalation attacks via extensions [35]. Trusted
Execution Environments (TEEs), despite their promise of
enhanced security, have shown vulnerabilities to Horizontal
Privilege Escalation (HPE) [70]. The Android platform has
also been extensively analyzed for potential privilege esca-
lation threats [2, 15, 61]. Cross-technology performance fea-
tures have been exploited in the wireless sector for inter-chip
privilege escalation [10]. In the cloud environment, poten-
tial privilege escalation attack scenarios and misconfiguration
vulnerabilities have been identified within Kubernetes and
Microsoft’s Azure Active Directory [24, 52]. Lastly, inves-
tigations into UEFI firmware have utilized protocol-centric
static analysis to uncover privilege escalation vulnerabilities
in SMM [77].
Grounded and Lifted Planners. To improve the perfor-
mance of the solving process, planners use preprocessing
steps. Among these, a crucial step is grounding. Ground-
ing transforms the problem from the abstract, logic-based
PDDL representation to a more concrete, propositional
form [13, 21, 26]. Despite their potential efficiency in spe-
cific domains, grounded planners are known to be memory-
intensive [64]. This is due to the grounding process, which
potentially leads to an exponential explosion proportional to
the number of predicates, actions, and objects.

Unlike grounded planners, lifted planners operate directly
on the abstract, logic-based representation of the problem [14,
62], i.e., they do not perform grounding. While this approach
might be less efficient in some scenarios, it provides a signif-
icant advantage for larger problems where the resources re-
quired for grounding are prohibitive. For our research, dealing
with large-scale problems, the immediate search capabilities
of lifted planners, despite their potential inefficiency, make
them a viable and necessary alternative to grounded planners.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents ChainReactor, an automated system for
discovering exploitation chains to achieve privilege escalation
on Unix systems. ChainReactor models the problem as an
AI planning task, extracting capabilities from the target sys-
tem, encoding them into a planning problem, and leveraging
modern planners to derive exploitation chains.

The evaluation on CTF VMs and real-world Amazon EC2
and Digital Ocean instances demonstrated ChainReactor’s
ability to rediscover known privilege escalation exploits and
identify novel chains. On CTF VMs, it found chains matching
or extending published walkthroughs. When evaluated on
hundreds of EC2 and Digital Ocean images, it discovered
previously unreported exploitable privilege escalation paths.

Overall, ChainReactor offers a practical application of AI
planning for security, automating a process to uncover chained
exploits.
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